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Introduction
The outlook for the Algerian economy is grim. The vertiginous drop in hydrocarbon prices and the
global health crisis caused by Covid-19 only worsen an already precarious situation. The country’s
budgetary deficit did not stop widening following the sharp fall in oil prices starting from 2014.
The average price of a barrel of oil stood at 53.07 dollars in 2015 against 100.23 dollars in 2014.
Consequently, Algeria’s foreign exchange reserves declined from $ 114 billion in 2014 to about $
51.6 billion at the end of 2020. According to forecasts in the 2021 financial law, foreign exchange
reserves will drop to $ 46.84 and $ 47.53 billion in 2021 and 2022, respectively1.
Six years after the counter-shock, successive governments have not initiated the necessary
structural reforms to free the dynamics of wealth accumulation and build a productive economy, far
from the current rentier, predatory and clientelist system. Hoping to see a new oil boom, Algerian
policymakers introduced a few short-term financial measures which do not tackle the country’s
structural needs. This situation has only worsened since the advent of the Covid-19 pandemic.
The challenges facing power- holders, such as the lasting drop in hydrocarbon prices and the
deepening of the social crisis, as well as the persistence of the political crisis, in particular since
February 22, 2019, lead us to conduct a reflection on the impact of the pandemic on the Algerian
model of economic governance. This model has so far been based on predation and exclusion for
political survival.
Our main conclusion is that the poor management of the pandemic in Algeria cannot only be
justified by the erosion of Algeria’s institutions, such as its decaying Algerian health system, but it
is rather entangled with the rentier nature of the country’s formal and informal institutions which
are shaped by the interests of the political regime in place.

The Algerian economic crisis and the problem of
institutional dualism
The institutional economics literature argues that a nation’s economic performance depends on
the quality of its institutions2 3. Inclusive institutions have the capacity to encourage economic
agents to invest and innovate, guarantying transparency and freedom as well as the convergence
of private objectives with broader social goals. Extractive institutions, on the other hand, are
structured to extract resources from the majority by the minority without guaranteeing property
rights and without providing incentives for economic activity. Departing from the idea that the
economy depends on politics, the quality of economic institutions derives from that of political
institutions4.Building inclusive economic institutions without the right set of political institutions
can only result in fragile and uncertain outcomes (Figure 1).

1. APS, Foreign exchange reserves: forecast drop to less than $ 47 billion in 2021, http://www.aps.dz/economie/111359-reserves-de-changebaisse-previsionnelle-a-roits-de-47-milliards-de- dollars-en-2021.
2. Institutions are defined in relation to different levels. Douglas North (1991) defines it as a broad concept designating the set of formal
rules (laws and regulations) dictated by the state and informal (culture, customs, etc.) which govern human interactions.
3. See North, Douglass C. 1990. Institutions, institutional change and economic performance. New York: Cambridge University Press.
Acemoglu, Daron and Robinson James A. 2012. Why nations fail: the origins of power, prosperity, and poverty. New York: Crown Business.
Acemoglu, Daron, Johnson Simon and Robinson James. 2004. Institutions as the fundamental cause of long-run growth. NBER, Working
Paper: 10481
4. Khan, Mushtaq H. 2003. State failure in developing countries and strategies for institutional reform. Journal of Development Economics
Vol. 11: 5-48. Acemoglu, Daron, Johnson Simon and Robinson James. 2004. Institutions as the fundamental cause of long-run growth.
NBER, Working Paper: 10481.
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Figure 1: Institutional balance

Source: Acemoglu and Robinson (2019).

Following this model, the poor performance of the Algerian economy and the absence of an
adequate institutional environment for the transition towards a productive and dynamic economy
is linked to incompatibilities between the interests of powerholders and the unavoidable outcomes
of market reforms. It is the interaction between political and economic factors that explain the
weakness of economic institutions and the persistence of the rentier nature of the Algerian
economy. On this point, an analysis, even a brief one, of the Algerian political system is necessary.
For historical reasons, Algeria is ruled by an authoritarian and highly centralized political system with
the army as its main centre of power. Civilian institutions (political and economic) lack autonomy,
and they sometimes just have a cosmetic role. No substantial autonomy is granted to civil society
groups and economic actors. This centralized distribution of power results in the duplication of
power structures, a fundamental feature of the Algerian political-economic system5
Beyond the breach opened by the reforming government of Mouloud Hamrouche, the country’s
political system remains fundamentally unchanged. The blurred lines between the economy
and politics, and the use of financial resources to maintain power, are among key practices,
symbolizing the continuity of the system. This state of affairs highlights the contradictions of the
Algerian political regime: on the one hand, it seeks to reduce the deficit of public enterprises as
they represent a significant budgetary hole, but on the other hand, it does not want to open up
the economy, fearing the emancipation of social actors. Consequently, the question of reforms
in Algeria varies, depending on the economic situation, between a political discourse advocating
reform and archaic practices which reproduce economic bankruptcy. Three related points need to
be mentioned here:
First, there is a strong correlation between the initiation (and the end) of reforms and the level of
foreign currency inflow into state coffers. Indeed, whether at the end of the 1980s or in the mid1990s, the level of oil revenues determines the launch or abandonment of reforms. In the 2000s,
when the rise in global hydrocarbon prices took hold, the Algerian government gave up on the idea
of reforms. The government simply introduced an «economic recovery» plan, as if the crisis of the
Algerian economy was only cyclical.
Second, no reform experience has been implemented thoroughly, including structural adjustment
reforms. They were all stopped halfway or implemented half- heartedly, without much assessment
or debate about their outcomes (stalled privatization program, unfinished banking reform, etc.)6.

5. An informal power that holds real authority and a formal power represented by institutions without real power.
6. Ouchichi, Mourad. 2014. Les fondements politiques de l’économie rentière en Algérie. Bejaia : Déclic.
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By initiating reforms and stopping them halfway, the system is the main obstacle to a transition to
a thriving, wealth-generating economy.
Finally, thanks to oil rents, the political regime is autonomous from society and its demands.
Freed from the need to extract taxes or to create a productive industrial sector, the Algerian
regime confiscates powers from society, including economic power. In doing so, it prevents the
emergence of a dynamic and enterprising social class that could represent a political threat. The
regime instead favours the emergence of elites that show political allegiance and are reproduced
through mechanisms of rent redistribution.

The economic and political context of the advent
of the Covid-19 crisis
Since the 2015 oil countershock7, the trade balance deficit, relatively low oil revenues and budget
deficit have become permanent features of the Algerian economy. However, measures adopted
indicate that policymakers have not yet taken into account the permanent nature of the crisis.
Policies in recent years have had no structural impact on the economy, and their design does not
show any ambition to trigger a virtuous cycle of growth and increased productivity.
The government started by using funds from the Revenue Regulation Fund (FRR). The latter was
estimated at 2.965 billion dinars in 2014, 2.886 billion dinars in 2015 and 1.387 billion dinars in 2016.
In 2017, the FRR only partially absorbed the deficit of the public treasury with 784 billion dinars
remaining. Given that the funds collected under the bond loan had already been used to absorb
part of the budget deficit for 20168, the government found itself forced to resort to printing money,
from 20179, while incrementally devaluating the national currency10.
Austerity measures were adopted in the financial laws of 2016 and 2017, which respectively reduce
the equipment budget by 19 and 23%, in the hope of reducing the deficit to 15% of GDP in 2016
and 8% in 2017. The government also decided to reduce the import bill by reinstating the practice
of import licenses. It also promoted a “voluntary tax compliance program», offering anyone
operating in the informal sector the opportunity to deposit their funds in banks without conditions
against a flat-rate taxation of 7%. However, only 30 to 35 million dollars were collected, while
the undeclared cash flowing in the informal economy is estimated to represent about 40 billion
dollars. This desperate search for capital finally led public authorities to announce in April 2016 the
introduction of bond loans. With a subscription period of 6 months, it provided informal workers
with the possibility to avoid paying taxes of their money by subscribing to bonds with interest rates
set according to the repayment period: an interest rate of 5% for 3-year bonds and 5.75% for 5-year
bonds.
The popular uprising on February 22, 2019, which came to be known as the Hirak, broke out in
a context where the consequences of the oil counter-shock continued to weigh heavily on the
real economy and the social conditions. The sharp reduction in the equipment budget and the
sudden freeze of several investment projects slowed the pace of economic growth and the
supply of employment. The inflation produced by quantitative easing undermined the purchasing

7. While the price of the barrel has averaged 50 dollars in recent months, the balance of the macro-financial accounts of the country requires
a barrel priced at over 80 dollars.
8. At the end of the six months that the public financial operation took, the prime minister at the time advanced a figure of 461.72 billion DA,
but the amount actually collected was only 317.62 billion DA (https: //www.algerie-eco.com/2016/10/17/emprunt-obligataire-heure-des-bilans/).
9. From November 2017 to January 2019, an amount of AD 6,556.2 billion has been mobilized by the treasury from the Bank of Algeria for
the implementation of quantitative easing.
10. Between 2014 and 2017, the dinar almost lost 38% of its value and 16% between 2015 and 2018.
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power of a population already strained by the devaluation of the national currency. The increase
in unemployment, especially among young people, and the erosion of purchasing power caused a
drop in demand11.
It is natural that the Hirak, therefore, demanded the rule of law, which would lead, among other
things, to the liberation of the economic arena from political control. The military regime responded
to popular demands by organizing a «campaign against corruption». Former oligarchs of Bouteflika’s
period have found themselves in prison or on the run. The fight against corruption was also at
the heart of the campaigns for the presidential election of December 12, 2019. However, this anticorruption campaign seems to have been nothing more than a strategy to allow the system to
keep its hold on power without engaging in real structural reforms.

Some socio-economic impacts of the pandemic
Since March 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic came to considerably complicate the socio-economic
slump in which the country finds itself. It is important to stress that the Algerian health system
suffers from several functional and organizational deficiencies and that it has long been neglected
by the government. While the country is experiencing significant population growth, with over
one million births per year, only 6.4% of GDP is devoted to the health sector. Per capita, health
expenditure amounted to USD 258.5 in Algeria compared to USD 2,387 for the Europe region in
201712.
In terms of medical demography, the overall medical density was estimated at 17 physicians per
10,000 inhabitants in 201813. These figures, however, hide substantial regional disparities between
the wilayas. Algiers alone concentrates 15% of practising doctors and almost a quarter of the staff
of liberal doctors. Despite a rapidly expanding private sector, the public sector dominates, and its
administrative management reduces health personnel to mere «performers» without their active
involvement in the development and implementation of health programs. Finally, the system of
social protection and reimbursement of prescriptions applies scales dating back to the 1980s with
an MRI of 20,000 DA (nearly 100 Euros at the parallel market rate), reimbursed at 100 DA, (5 Euros),
as well as the «Chiffa» card, which does not refund prescriptions of more than 3000 DA.
Beyond this limited data, measuring the impact of the pandemic on any branch of the national
economy as an independent researcher remains a difficult exercise. The government has indeed
established an almost total monopoly on information and data by criminalizing any source external
to the Ministry of Health14. We were, however, able to cross-check the few official statistics on the
spread of Covid-19 with our participant observation in the field.

The decline of activity in the formal economy
The negative impact of Covid-19 on the economy is evident. The figures revealed by the Business
Academy «EVIDENCIA»15 On the fallout from the first phase of lockdown in Algeria are edifying.
Only two weeks after the introduction of lockdown measures, 22% of the companies surveyed had
laid off at least half of their employees and a third of the companies laid off some of their staff. The
graph below reveals that more than 58% of surveyed companies were struggling to pay salaries,
while more than 54% suffered from a shortage of cash.

11. While in 2014, a US dollar was exchanged against 80 DA, it is more than 128 DA today https://www.bank-of-algeria.dz/html/marcheint2.
htm. Accessed on 10/22/2020 at 3:36 p.m. The gross consumer price index rose from 100 in 2001 (base year) to 207.85 in November 2019. It
is 210.98 for food products and 214.33 for transport and communication https: // www.ons.dz/IMG/pdf/ipc_novembre2019- 2.pdf 12 World
Health Organization (WHO). 2017. Health statistics, Geneva.
12. World Health Organization (WHO). 2017. Health statistics, Geneva.
13. Zehnati. Ahcen. 2018. La démographie médicale en Algérie. Alger : Édition Loumi.
14. http://www.aps.dz/algerie/103331-coronavirus-tebboune-ordonne-l-interdiction-de-la-diffusion-de- toutes-statistiques-en-dehors-duministere-de-la-sante.
15. Business Academy «EVIDENCIA», «Economic Impact of the Coronavirus on Algerian companies”, April 2020. https://www.researchgate.
net/publication/342522489.
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Figure 2: The impact of the First Fortnight of Containment
on Algerian Company

Source: Made by the authors based on figures from Business Academy EVIDENCIA (2020).

In mid-July, the Finance Ministry estimated the shortfall of the national company Air Algeria at 16.3
billion dinars and 35 billion at the end of the year. The suspension of maritime transport resulted
in a loss of turnover of 90 million dinars at the end of May. For the period from March 15 to May 31,
the shortfall for Sonatrach amounts to 247 billion dinars, 6.5 billion for Sonelgaz and 20 billion for
Naftal. Thus, the study of the Ministry of Labor reveals that the loss in the public sector is at least
over 63.83 billion dinars.
As for the private sector, transport, construction, catering, hotels, crafts, and tourism are the most
impacted activities. According to the investigation of the Ministry of Labor, 134,000 taxi drivers had
to stop working. Hotels and travel agencies experienced a shortfall of 81.9 billion dinars. It amounts
to 36.21 billion dinars for artisans, whose activity has fallen by 80%. Among the 333,932 employees
who suffered a sharp reduction in their activity, 52,367 witnessed the temporary closure of their
workplaces. The study showed that as many as 200,000 workers ceased receiving any income
during part or all of the confinement. 180,000 employees did not receive their salaries on time16.
The IMF has upwardly revised unemployment rate estimates in Algeria for 2020 to 15.1% instead of
12% while forecasting a negative growth rate of around 5.2% (IMF 2020).

Informalization of the economy
However, the reality goes far beyond these observations due to the predominance of the informal
sector in the Algerian economy. The informal economy has significantly expanded due to the
pandemic and the consequent lockdown measures. Let us take, for example, transport and agrifood (in particular the components relating to the detailed sale of fruit and vegetables and alcoholic
beverages), two important sectors because of their high profitability and their contribution in terms
of taxation.

16. The statistics were cited by the Prime Minister during the last government-walis meeting, reported by the national daily Reporter in its
edition of Monday, August 17, 2020.
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As part of the fight against the pandemic, the authorities have taken the drastic decision to ban
all forms of public transport and this without any support measure or minimum service. Millions
of users found themselves immobilized, while transport businesses and professionals received a
mediocre compensation of 10,000 DA per family17 (50 Euros at the parallel market rate) or 30,000
DA (150 Euros at the parallel market rate)18. Transport professionals, although without resources,
have not been able to benefit from an extension of the deadlines for repaying their loans and paying
their taxes. These decisions turned out to be all the more inappropriate as they ultimately favoured
the retraining of thousands of taxi drivers in the informal sector, imposing higher than average
fares19.
The alcoholic beverages market experienced the same perverse effects. Even though production
continued during the lockdown, alcohol sellers were all forced to shut down. Informal distribution
and sales networks were formed with prohibitive prices. Clandestine outlets have increased in the
sight of the authorities. We have identified more than 300 informal selling points in the wilayas of
Béjaia and Bouira only. The same phenomenon has been observed for many fruit and vegetable
merchants, giving up their trade registers to use ‘strategic’ locations on roads and highways as
selling points, transforming Algeria into an open-air market within a few months.
Who controls these informal businesses? Who benefits from this situation in which the only losers
are the state’s coffers and consumers? One thing is sure: a network of corruption and patronage has
developed in the face of the passivity of the authorities and security services. New situational rents
emerged during the pandemic to accentuate the already rentier nature of the national economy.
The management of the pandemic by the authorities, like the management of the national
economy, reflects the rentier nature of the country’s institutions as well as the regime’s political
survival imperatives, which perceive the adoption of real structural reforms for the development of
a dynamic and innovative economy, as a risk to its sustainability.

Conclusion
Following the methodological approach adopted, we were primarily interested in the underpinning
logic of the national economy and, more significantly, in the close relationship between the
political and the economic by relying on the insights of institutional economics. We concluded
that the factors driving the persistence of the rentier economy and mismanagement in Algeria
are fundamentally political because the regime in place refuses any autonomy of the economic
institutions and refuses to draw a clear boundary between the public and private sectors. The
current situation could be described as the privatization of the state by some groups while the
state, in turn, controls the private economic sphere.
The results of this short reflection lead us to the following affirmations: the Covid-19 pandemic has
only worsened an already precarious politico-economic situation. This situation is the consequence
of the entanglement of political and economic factors and the persistence of the rentier character
of state’s institutions. Only a double political and economic transition which will allow the state
to become a simple regulator of the market, as a mechanism of wealth generation, will allow the
country to go beyond the infernal circle of the rentier economy. In other words, for Algeria to
finally establish the rule of law, a free civil society and dynamic markets, it is crucial to launch deep
structural reforms both politically and economically and put an end to the short-lived, palliative
economic measures that have so far been adopted.

17. On April 13, 2020. As a solidarity operation on the eve of the month of Ramadhan, the government announced 10,000 DA as a «Solidarity
allowance», which will be paid to needy families impacted socially and economically by lockdown measures. It should be noted that this
allocation has remained at the announcement stage in several wilayas.
18. Announced at the end of July, it mainly concerns artisans, traders, individuals and day labourers who have lost their jobs. In addition to
the requirement to submit a file, the presence of the interested party during the submission is compulsory.
19. In its edition of October 20, 2020, El Watan reveals that more than 200,000 taxi-driver have not resumed their activity. Difficulties are
even more significant for inter-wilayas taxi-driver whose activity is still prohibited (more than 70,000).
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